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Lab Activity: Colligative Properties of Water    

 
Background:                  

When substances undergo a change in phase, whether it is solid to liquid, liquid to gas, or the reverse, a transfer of energy 

must occur. Phase changes can be described as endothermic (absorbing energy) or exothermic (releasing energy) 

processes. Consider what happens when water freezes. When water changes from a liquid to a solid, the molecules lose 

energy and become more ordered; thus, freezing is an exothermic process because energy is released. Alternatively, when 

ice melts or water boils, the ice or liquid water gains or absorbs energy from its surroundings; thus, melting and boiling 

are endothermic processes.  A graph of a cooling curve provides a visual representation of what happens during phase 

changes. Figure 1 shows a cooling curve for a sample of water being cooled at a constant rate. The sample of water starts 

at 120°C in the gas phase. As it is cooled, the temperature of the sample decreases because the average kinetic energy of 

the water molecules in the sample is decreasing over time. At 100°C, the cooling curve levels off and the temperature 

remains constant until all of the steam has condensed into a liquid. This period of time represents the condensation point. 

At this point, the water molecules no longer have enough kinetic energy to remain in the gas phase. The liquid water then 

begins to decrease in temperature again as it loses more kinetic energy. At the freezing point, 0°C, the temperature of the 

sample levels off again and the liquid water transitions to a solid state. Once all the liquid water has become ice, the 

sample will once again decrease in temperature as it continues to lose energy.   

 

When a solute is added to water, some of its physical properties may change. An example of a physical property of water 

that can change with the addition of a solute is its ability to conduct electricity. Pure water does not conduct electricity. 

However, when an electrolyte is added to water, the resulting solution is able to conduct electricity. Water, however, will 

not conduct electricity when a non-electrolyte is added to it. Electrolytes are ionic compounds such as sodium chloride 

and potassium chloride. Ionic compounds consist of ions joined together by ionic bonds, but these compounds dissociate 

into individual ions when mixed with water. Non-electrolytes, in contrast, are molecular compounds such as sucrose and 

propanol. Molecular compounds are made up of molecules that consist of atoms joined together by covalent bonds. The 

molecules found within a molecular compound do 

not break down when the compound is added to 

water; the molecules simply dissociate from each 

other as a result of the dissolution process. Other 

physical properties of water, such as its freezing 

point or boiling point, may also change in different 

ways when different types of solutes are added to it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Task:  Determine how the addition of an electrolyte (ionic) and a non electrolyte (covalent) solute affect the freezing 

point of water.   

   

Research Question:  How does the addition of a solute affect the freezing point of water? 

Procedure:  

1. As a group, make a prediction in your notebook that you will test through experimentation to develop your claim.   

2. Determine what terms (vocabulary) are associated with the research question.  (These will be used later in the 

reasoning part of your argument)  

3. As a group determine the procedures for your experiment and write that in your notebook.  Have Ms. Randall 

check your notebooks before conducting your experiment.  Every member of the group must have a 

complete notebook!!! 
4. Conduct your investigation and collect data (evidence) to investigate your prediction. 

5. Using your evidence, make a claim, and then justify it with scientific reasoning.  Your reasoning must contain 

scientific principles.  Remember to include the terms (vocabulary) associated with your research question when 

justifying your claim.    

6. Present your argument (CER) to the class on your whiteboard.  You will then make 1 critique or positive 

comment about each group's argument.   

7. Then you will return to your lab station and as a group, determine if you need to make any adjustments to your 

model and or claim based upon the feedback from the class.  

8. Submit your final argument on google classroom and remember to check the rubric below before submitting. 

 

 

 

Scientific Argument Grading Rubric 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Regents Chemistry 

Ms. Randall 

Lab conclusion: Colligative Properties of Water 

1. Summary of your experimental claim, evidence and reasoning (6)     

 

 
 

2. Compared to a 2.0 M aqueous solution of NaCl at 1 atmosphere, a 3.0 M aqueous solution of NaCl at 1 

atmosphere has a 

a. lower boiling point and a higher freezing point 

b. lower boiling point and a lower freezing point 

c. higher boiling point and a higher freezing point 

d. higher boiling point and a lower freezing point 

 

3. Which solution has the highest boiling point? 

a. 1.0 M KNO3   b.  2.0 M KNO3 

c. 1.0 M Ca(NO3)2   d.  2.0 M Ca(NO3)2 

 

 Base your answers to questions 4 and 5 on the information below. 

A 2.0-liter aqueous solution contains a total of 3.0 moles of dissolved NH4Cl at 25°C and standard pressure. 

4. Identify the two ions present in the solute. 

 

5. Determine the molarity of the solution. 

 


